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The UCC course docs

I was asked for the URL of the Twiki server where you can find the 

course documentation and a few things more:

https://afnog.iotworkshop.africa/do/view/UCC_Course/WebHome

or 

https://dcsit.twiki.ucc.edu.gh/do/view/UCC_Course/WebHome

https://afnog.iotworkshop.africa/do/view/UCC_Course/WebHome
https://dcsit.twiki.ucc.edu.gh/do/view/UCC_Course/WebHome


The “Hello World” program

Anybody who has learned C will have come across the 

“Hello World” program:

In embedded systems however, this can become quite complex as 

you may have to configure a UART before being able to send text 

and you may gave to set up a serial terminal emulator before being 

able to receive it.

The “Hello World” equivalent in embedded systems is the blinking 

LED 



Accessing external hardware

The most simple example: blinking a LED

We need to

 Setup the hardware:

 Connect the LED cathode to GPIO pin

 Connect the anode to GND via a 330Ω resistor 

 Software:

 Find a hardware access library

 Program the GPIO pin to be output

 Write the GPIO pin to switch the LED on

 Delay the program for some 500 ms

 Write the GPIO pin to switch the LED off



The KY-016 rgb LED

The standard rgb LED on an BY-016 board has the current limiting 

resistors already on board. The board uses a common cathode 

circuit, which means that it has a common ground and the rgb 

signals must be on Vcc to light the LED



The LilyPad LED

The LilyPad LED also has the resistors already on board but uses 

a common anode LED. This means that the common pin is on Vcc 

and the rgb pins must be brought to ground to light the LED



The cobbler

How to make the hardware

connections?

The cobbler tells us the signification of

the pins



The pigpio library

It is possible to program the GPIO pins accessing the processor registers 

directly. However this is clumsy and complex.

→ use a library doing the hardware access for us.



The library calls for GPIO



Connecting to the daemon



Setting up the GPIO pin



Write the GPIO pin



Dimming the LED

Since we drive the LED with a digital signal we cannot change the 

signal level. However we can use Pulse Width Modulation (PWM) 

for a fine grain color selection.



Other GPIO projects

The DHT11 temperature and 

humidity sensor

The DHT11 has only

3 pins:

 Vcc

 Ground 

 one data pin



Starting a measurement



Trigger and Readout

 Program data line to output and send start signal

 Program data line to input and read the state every 4 μs

 Interpret the result



Stepping motor

Here we need 4 GPIO signals which must 

we switched according to he table in order 

to move the motor by 4 steps 

Single phase forward 

stepping



The students at work



Sometime also like this...



The I2C bus

A 2 line serial bus

 SDA: data

 SCL: clock

Master sends 7 bit address + R/W followed by data 



I2C I/O expander

Essentially a shift register allowing to drive a big number of I/O 

lines with just the 2 I2C signals



I2C devices in the lab

 8 bit Analog to digital converter board with

 Potentiometer

 Thermistor

 Photo resistor

 1 digital to Analogue channel

 Digital to analogue converter

 Created a pulse generator

 Real time clock

 EEPROM

 Programmed some ASCII text and asked the students 

to find it



A simple weather station



Results from the weather 

station



Course exercises on the RPi

 LEDs 

 Blinking, SOS

 Stepping motors (single phase and double phase, half step, 

forward/backward)

 DHT-11 temperature and humidity measurements

 BMP-180 temperature and barometric pressure measurement

 LCD display driver using an I2C extender

 Digital to analogue converter

 Create a signal level

 Create a pulse generator for sine, sawtooth, rectangular and 

triangular signals

 Analogue to Digital converter: read a potentiometer voltage

I2C Real time clock



Student projects

A simple robot

2 active drive wheels

2 DC motor with controller

1 passive wheel

Ultra-sonic distance sensor

Servo motor

Arduino Uno controller

Cost of the kit: < 20 US$



The assembled robot



Robot details

Encode

r

BlueTooth 

transceiver

Ultra-sonic

distance 

sensor

on servo motor

Arduino 

controller

and DC motor

driver



Possible programming 

projects

 Obstacle avoiding robot

 The robot goes straight until it finds an obstacle with 

the distance sensor

 It looks left and right using the servo motor to find 

out, where is more space to go 

 It sets back, turning into the right direction and then 

moves forward again.

 Line following robot

 Remotely (BlueTooth) controlled robot



Programming the robot

Arduino Uno is based on Atmega 328P 8-bit processor 16 MHz

 14 I/O pins (of which 6 provide PWM)

 6 analogue pins (10 bit ADCs)

 32 kB flash, 2 kB SRAM, 1 kB EEPROM

 No operating system, no native compiler

 Use cross development system to write software

 available on Linux and Windows

 C++ like programming language

 Integrated Development Environment (IDE) with editor, compiler 

and flash programmer



Arduino Uno

Programmed through USB port

Cheap 5V power supply or 

battery 

Gives access to digital and

analogue pins 

I2C and SPI interfaces available

Hardware serial port for 

debugging through USB



Ardino shields

Shields are PCBs that can be plugged on top of the Arduino 

controller

No wiring is needed

Many different kinds of shields (with driver software) exist



Remote control

With a second Arduino to which we connect a joystick we can 

remotely control the robot.

The joystick consist or 2 potentiometers, which are connected to 

two Arduino ADCs.

If value > 512 then r=value – 512, l=0

else  l=512 – value, r=0

The values are transformed into ASCII text:

R:rrr L:lll F:fff B:bbb

R: right, L:left, F:forward, B:backward

This text is sent via BlueTooth to 

the robot and decoded there

Understanding the difference between binary and ASCII

representation of the values was a major challenge for the 

students 

0

102

4

51

2
0 102

4



Bluetooth modules

An Arduino with the joystick connected has an HC-05 Bluetooth 

serial module acting as BlueTooth master.

BlueTooth connection

Transmitting

Communication 

protocol

Serial

communication
Serial

communication

HC-05 BT 

master
HC-06 BT 

slave



The end of the first course



The AIS conference Dakar

Prepare a 2 day workshop on IoT sensors at the 

African Internet Society conference 2018 Dakar

Workshop with lectures and hands-on exercises

→ A Virtual World created in Python



Preparation of a little demo

The HC-SR04 ultra-sonic distance sensor

On a trigger pulse the HC-SR04 sends a 8 cycle 

40 kHz ultra-sonic burst and waits for the echo

The length of the output signal corresponds to the 

travel time of the burst

Knowing the speed of sound in air = 334 m/s

we can easily calculate the distance



The TCS-3200 color sensor

The color sensor is based on color-light to 

frequency converters 

where the light intensity is proportional to 

the frequency. 

It contains an array of 8*8 photo-diodes: 

16 photo-diodes have red, 16 others have 

green, 

another 16 have blue filters and 16 have 

no filter. 



Color sensor functional 

diagram

With the S0 an S1 signals we select a filter (color component)

And we read the corresponding frequency which is proportional to 

the color intensity



A virtual world

With VPython it is easy to create 3D geometrical objects which 

represent

 The color sensor

 The Ultra-sonic distance sensor

 A colored paper

When inserting a colored paper in front of the setup the color is 

detected and a paper sheet with the same color is shown in the 

virtual world

When moving the paper this is seen by the distance sensor and 

the changing distance is shown in the virtual world



Future of the course

Most importantly: Course is now given by my African colleague!

Then...

Try to promote it through international African networks:

WACREN: West African and Central Research and Education 

Network

Presentation during the AIS (African Internet Society) conference

Talking to African friends. Now contacts to 

 Université Cheikh Anta Diop Dakar, Senegal

 University of Ouagadougou, Burkina Faso

There is a lot of interest when talking and afterwards little action!



Going IoT

The Internet of Things (IoT) is currently the big hype!

Challenges:

 The controller must be cheap with respect to the device it 

controls

 Raspberry Pi: too expensive and overkill for the task

 Arduino needs external Ethernet of WiFi module

 The ESP32 is cheap, has WiFi on board and an Arduino form 

factor.

 Often Long Distance communication with little data volume is 

needed



ESP32

Has Arduino form factor and can be programmed through Arduino 

SDK (Software Development Kit) or proprietary SDK from 

Espressif

Powerful enough to run Python interpreter



ESP32 specs

The specs are impressive:

 Dual core 32 bit CPU

 4 Mbytes flash

 WiFi

 BlueTooth and BlueTooth 

Low Energy

Specs are impressive but the 

card cannot run an OS with 

desktop



ESP32

All the course exercises can be implemented on the ESP32

However, we have to go to cross development

Lab becomes substantially cheaper.

When restricting the number of sensors we can get a lab station for 

less than 20 Euros.



Some projects

Sometimes IoT data must be transmitted over long distance (e.g 

sensors in agriculture, seismic sensors etc.)

 A project to measure and transmit agricultural data

 Air temperature and humidity

 Light intensity

 Soil moisture

 A project to follow movement of cows using GPS

Little data, long distances (some km), low power consumption 

(running on battery)



LoRaWan

Sensors send their data over long distance to a LoRa 

concentrator/gateway connected to the internet

RF frequency in Europe: 868 Mz



LoRaWan starter kit

 LoRa gateway 

with Raspberry Pi  

controller

 Arduino type 

WisNode LoRa

 LoRa Tracker

Cost: ~ 250.- Euros



Africa, see you again!


